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1 Japanese Mathematics in the $Edo$ Period
$\bullet$ Two $Mathei\gamma iaticians^{\backslash }$
- SEKI, Takakazu $\mathfrak{c}:a.1640-1708$
- TAKEBE, Katahiro 1664–1739
$\bullet$ Two main sources from Chinese mathematics
- : , Zhu Shijie: Suanxue $Qim^{l},7lj$, 1299,
Japanese translatiozis 1658, 1673.
: Annotation b$y^{r}rAKEBE$ Katahiro, 1690
$-$ : , Cheng Dawei: Suanfa Tongzong, 1592,
Japanese translation 1676
2 Influence of the Suanfa Tongzong
$\bullet$ Cha.pter names of the Nine Chapters are cited in Introduction of the Suanfa Ton-
tong. Japanete mathematicians of the Edo period did not have access to the Nine
Chapters.
$\bullet$ The Suanfa Tongzong wa.$s^{\tau}$ very popular in Japan because it explained in detail how
to manipulate the abacus.
1 The book had great iiifluence on the Japanese $popul^{}a1^{\cdot}$ mathematics.
3 Influence of the Suanxue Qimeng
3.1 Decimal number system and Counting rods
$\bullet$ Red rods: positive integer
$\bullet$ Black rods: negative integer
$\bullet$ Number of rods : Absolute number of the integer
1648 2009 173-191 173
Figure 1: Positive and Negative integers in the Suanxue Qimeng (annotated by Takebe,
1690)
$\bullet$ $i:S_{l1}btract$ for the same. Add for tlte different” :subtraction of integers
$\bullet$ “Subtract for the different, Add for the sanie” :addition of integers
3.2 Extraction of a root in the Suanxue Qimeng
The last $p_{ct}^{r}i_{c\backslash gr_{C}\backslash ph}$ in the Preliminaries of the Suanxue Qimeng reads as follows: (See
Figure 3 and 4.)
The Clariflcation of the method of extraction of a root Place the
nuinber to be extracted in tlxe Reality row. Using the lower rows, extract it
by tlxe ADDITION of integers. ( ) $($ $r_{akebes^{\backslash }}$ aiinotation: ‘This is a
metho(1 known from antiquity¡‘ Put the Quotient. Multiply it by the Comer
row and ADDing till the Square row and subtract at the Reality row.)
As seen at the last paragraph in the Preliminaries, the extraction of a squaie (cubic)
root was assumed well established in the Suanxue Qimeng. In fact. there were–problems
on the extr$\subset\backslash ction$ of a square root and – problems on the extraction of a cubic root in
Chapter –( ) of the Nine Chapters.
3.3 Constructive Division ( ) (Horner’s method)
Let $P(x)=a+bx+cx^{2}$ be a polynomial with numerical coefficients and $q$ a number.






Figure 2: Long annotation by Takebe Kataliiro on Subtraction $md$ Addition of integers
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{i}($
.
Figure 3: The Last paragraph in the $Preli\min_{C}\backslash 1ie\dot{s}$ of the Suanxue Qimeng.
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Figure 4: End of the Prelimin$ai\cdot ies$ of the Suanxue Qimeng.
from the given $q,$ $a,$ $b,$ $c$ . This algorithm is the constructive division.
3.4 Counting board ( )
A polynomial $a+l$)$x+cx^{2}$ with numerical coefficients was represented by a column







print Q, A,B, C,D
Let $P(x)=a+b_{\backslash }’\iota:+c^{v}x^{2}=(\dot{\iota}’+b’(x-q)+c^{\sqrt{}}(x-q)^{2}=a’’+b’’(x-q-q’)+c^{J/}(x-q-q’)^{2}$.
To calculate $t\downarrow’’,$ $b”,$ $c”$ we apply the same algorithm two times. In a computer language,










print Q, A,B, C, D
After several operations. if the value of the Reality row A becomes $0$ , tlien tlie value
of the Quotient row $Q$ is a root of the algebraic equation $P(x)=0$.
If $P(x)=a-bx$, this is the $ordinai_{Y}$ division. (Hence, this algorithm is called the
constructive division. This algorithm is sometimes called Horner’s method.)
If $P(x)=2-x^{2}$ , this is the extraction of the square root. If $P(x)=2-x^{3}$ , this is the
extraction of the cubic root. These special cases were known since the Nine Chapters.





Figure 5: The last chapter of the Suanxue Qimeng
A side remark Seki and Takebe DID NOT know the Cartesian Plane, NOR the graph
of a function, NOR a tailgent line. But Takebe KNEW that the Square row vanishes
$b’=0$ wlien a cubic polynoinial $P(x)$ takes a maximal or minimal value. (The $\prime 1^{1}c^{l}tsujnts\cdot u$
Sankei $\beta$ JTakebe, 1722.)
N.B. In advanced calculus, we know $a’=P(q),$ $b’=P’(q)$ aiid $c’= \frac{P’’(q)}{2}$ .
3.5 Detailed explanation of the extraction of a root
The method of the extraction of a root was mentioned briefly in the Preliminaries, but in
Problem 1 of the la.st chapter it was described in details.
Problem 1 Calculate $\sqrt{4096}$. Answer: 64. (See Figure 5.)
Then follows Takebe’s long annotation on the constructive division. The first step
reads as follows: (see Figure 6.)
4096 – $x^{2}=0$ $arrow$ 496–120$(x-60)-(x-60)^{2}=0$ .
The second step reads as follows: (See Figure 7.)
496– $120(x-60)-(x-60)^{2}=0$ $arrow$ $0-128(x-64)-(x-64)^{2}=0$ .
The Reality row becomes empty, the number 64 in the Quotient row is the solution.















Figure 7: The last chapter of the Suanxue Qimeng (cont’d)
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3.6 Technique of the Celestial Element ( ) and Counting
Board Algebra ( )
In the constructive division, a configuration on the counting board (i.e., a column vector)
represents an algebraic equation. For example,
means the equation-3 $+$ x $+$ 2x2 $=0$ is transformed to the $equiv_{C}\backslash 1ent$ equation $0+5(x-$
$1)+2(x-1)^{2}=0\grave{.}$ whicb ha.$s$ the root 1.
From the technique of the celestial element. Seki and Takebe learned a configuration
on the computing board (i.e., a column vector) can represent a polynomial.
Around 1683-1685, Seki wrote the Ttilogy ( : $\tau$
) to describe the rule of operations on coluinn vectors:





Tliese corresponds to the addition and the scalar multiplication of polynomials:
$(a+bx+c\cdot x^{2}+dx^{3})+(a’+b’x+c’x^{2}+d’x^{3})=((a+a’)+(b+b’)x+(c+c’)x^{2}+((l+d’)x^{3}$ ,
$r\cross(a+bx+cx^{2}+d^{3})=r\cdot a+rbx+rcx^{2}+rdx^{3}$
The multiplication of two configurations









Figure 8: Problem 8 the Suanxue Qimeng
For exainple, $x\cross x=1x^{2}$ is described as follows:
In the anmotation to the Suanxue $Qim^{l},n(1^{r}1^{\gamma}akebe$ reproduced the theory of coumting
$boai\cdot d$ algebra in Seki’s $\prime 1$}$\dot{\tau}logy$.
Problem 8 Suppose $x+y=92,$ $xy=2052$ . Find $x$ and $y$ .
Answer: $x=38,$ $y=54$ .
Procedure: $y=92-x$ . $-2052+_{\backslash }x(92-x)=-2052+92x-x^{2}=0$ . Solve it. (See Figure
8. $)$
Takebe’s $c\backslash liilota\mathfrak{t}ion$ goes like this: let $y=92-x$. Solve $-2052+x(92-x)=$
$-2052+92x-x^{2}=0$ . Although the extraction of a root is an $e_{x^{v}}\backslash tablis^{\backslash }hed$ method, hegave a step-by-step explaixation. (See Figure 9.)
Then Takebe inserted the explication on the self multiplication $(a+bx)^{2}=a^{2}+2abx+$
$b^{2}x^{2}$ . (See Figure 10.)
Takebe continued the explication of the multiplication of configuratioius on the count-
ing board (i.e., polynomials).
$(a+bx+cx^{2})^{2}=a^{2}+2abx+(b^{2}+2ac)x^{2}+2bcx^{3}+c^{2}x^{2}$
Multiplication: $(a+bx)\cross(n^{f}+b’x),$ $(a+bx+cx^{2})\cross(a’+b’x+c’x^{2}),$ $(a+bx)^{3}=$




Figure 9: Problem 8 continued the $s_{ua7 Xt\downarrow e}$ Qimeng
$*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$t_{t}||’||$




Figure 11: $M\iota iltiplicatioiis$ . the Suan,$xue$ Qimeng
4 Takebe’s expansion formula for an inverse trigono-
metric function
Takebe found the Taylor $:_{\dot{8}}$ expansion formula for $($arcsin $\sqrt{t})^{2}$ in the $’\tau_{ets}$ujutsu Sa $ei$.
The formula is written as follows in notation of advanced calculus. (Takebe’s original
notation is given in Figure 12.
$($arcsin $\sqrt{t})^{2}=t+\frac{t^{2}}{3}+\frac{8t^{\delta}}{45}+\frac{4t^{4}}{35}+\frac{128t^{6}}{1575}+\frac{128t^{6}}{2079}+\frac{1024t^{7}}{21021}+\cdots$
$=t(1+ \frac{t}{3}(1+\frac{8t}{1_{\delta}^{r}}(1+\frac{9t}{14}(1+\frac{32t}{45}(1+\frac{25t}{33}(1+\frac{72t}{91}))))))$
Takebe discovered this without knowing the advanced calculus but by a numerically an-
alytic method.
$\frac{1}{3}$ $\frac{8}{1_{0}^{r}}$ $\frac{9}{14}$ $\frac{32}{4_{0}^{r}}$ $\frac{25}{33}$ $\frac{72}{91}$
$\frac{1}{1\cdot 3}$ $\frac{2\cdot.2^{2}}{30^{\ulcorner}}$ $\frac{3^{2}}{2\cdot 7}$ $\frac{2\cdot.4^{2}}{59}$ $\frac{5^{2}}{\{3\cdot 11}$ $\frac{2\cdot 6^{2}}{7\cdot 13}$
$\frac{2\cdot.1^{2}}{23}$ $\frac{2\cdot.2^{2}}{3\backslash )\ulcorner}$ $\frac{2\cdot.3^{2}}{47}$ $\frac{2\cdot.4^{2}}{59}$ $\frac{2\cdot 5^{2}}{6\cdot 11}$ $\frac{2\cdot 6^{2}}{7\cdot 13}$
$\bullet$ Tlxe second formula by Takebe: The Tetsujutsu Sankei (See Figure 13.)
$\bullet$ The 3rd formula by Takebe: The Enri Kohai-jutsu ( $r$ $\sim$
$,$ unknown date)
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Figure 12: Taylor’s expansion formula for $($ arcsin $t)^{2}$ in the Tetsujutsu Sankei.
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Figure 13: The rule goveming the coefficients of the expansion. The Tetsujutsu Sankei
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4.1 Sagitta ( ) and Half back arc ( )
Takebe could calculate the length of the half back $ax\cdot c$
$( \frac{s}{2})^{2}=(d$ arcsin $\sqrt{c/d})^{2}$
with as accurate as he wants once the diaineter $f$ and the sagitta $c$ are given. (Repeated
use of acceleration)
In the study of circle ( ) the most important problem $w^{r}as$ to find a formula to






Hmlf $b_{c}\tau\kappa k(\gamma_{-}rc$ ( )
4.2 Discovery of an infinite expansion in the Tetsujutsu Sankei
Let $d=10$ (1 ) and $c=10^{-5}(1$ $)$ ,
10 1 0.10.01 0001 00001 000001
Takebe calculated the numerical value of the square of the half back arc $( \frac{s}{2})^{2}$ by re-
peated application of acceleration method, $(qJid$ fonnd the infinite series expansion relying
on this numerical value.
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5Application of the constructive division in the search
of the expansion formula
5.1 An algebraic method to find the infinite expansion in the
$Enr’i$ Kohai-jutsu
Let
$g_{1}(t)= \frac{1-\sqrt{1-t}}{2}$ , $g_{n}(t)=g_{1}(c_{n-1}j(t))$ , $n=1,2,3,$ $\cdots$
The we have
$\lim_{narrow\infty}4^{n}g_{n}(t)=($arcsin $\sqrt{t})^{2}$ $(0\leq t\leq 1)$
End of Proof
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Figure 14: The Enri Kohai jutsu, p. $3arrow 4$ , , 19929
5.2 Side writing method ( ) in the Japanese mathematics
Let $g(t)= \frac{1-\sqrt{1-t}}{2}$ . Let $c$ be the original sagitta, $d$ the diameter and $t=c/d$. The
first sagitta $x=g(c/d)/d$ satisfies
$P(x)=-cd+4dx-4x^{2}=0$ .
This quadratic equation ( ) was written like
$+*||\Vert$
$
Note that letters were written on rows instead of integers. This is called the side writing
method ( ). See the right hand side of Figure 14.
Note that $x=c/4$ is close to the root if $c$ is small. Expand the quadratic equation in
$x_{1}=x- \frac{c}{4}$ .
$P_{1}(x_{1})=P(x_{1}+\vec{4}c,)=-c^{2}/4+(4d-2c)x_{1}-4x_{1}^{2}=0$
This procedure W’clS explained as manipulation on the counting board. Note that letters
were written on the rows. This enabled the Japanese mathematicians to manipulate one-
variable polynomial with several symbols, thus polynomials of several variables. See the
left hand side of Figure 14.
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Note that $x_{1}=c^{2}/(16d)$ is close to the root if $c$ is small. We expand the quadratic
equation in $x_{2}=x_{1}-c^{2}/(16d)=x-c/4-c^{2}/(16d)$ .
$P_{2}(x_{2})=P_{1}(x_{2}+c^{2}/(16d))=- \frac{c^{:s}}{8d}-\frac{c^{4},}{64d^{2}}+(4d-2c-\frac{c^{2}}{2d})x_{2}-4x_{2}^{2}=0$
This procedure was explained as manipulation on the counting board. Although cumber-
soine. Takebe manimulated one variable polynomial with coefficients of polynoinials in
the sagitta $(k)c$ and the diameter $($ $t\yen)d$ . See the left hand side of Figure 15.
Note that $x_{2}=c^{\delta}/(32d^{2})$ is close to the root if $c$ is small. Expand the quadratic
equation in $x_{3}=x_{2}- \frac{c^{3}}{32d^{2}}$ .
$P_{3}(x_{t} \cdot;)=P_{2}(x_{3}+\frac{c^{3}}{32d^{2}})$
$=- \frac{5c^{4}}{64cl^{2}}-\frac{c^{5}}{64d^{3}}-\frac{c^{6}}{256d^{4}}+(4-2c-\frac{c^{2}}{2d}-\frac{c^{3}}{4d^{2}})x_{3}-4x_{3}^{2}=0$





Figure 15: $1^{\tau}he$ En Kohai jutsu, p. $4- 5_{1}$ , 19929
Expand the quadratic equation in $x_{5}=x_{4}- \frac{7c^{5}}{512d^{4}}$ .
$P_{\iota}r)(x_{\overline{o}})=P_{4}( \tau_{5}+\frac{7c^{5}}{512d^{4}})$
$=- \frac{21c^{6},}{512d^{4}}-\frac{3c^{7}}{2_{\iota}^{r})6d^{5}}-\frac{81c^{8}}{16384d^{6}}-\frac{35c^{9},}{16384d^{6}}-\frac{49c^{10}}{6_{c}^{rr})_{1})36d^{8}}$
$+(4-2c- \frac{c^{2}}{\prime 2d}-\frac{c^{3}}{4d^{2}}-\frac{\backslash r4)C}{32d^{3}}-\frac{7c^{5},}{64d^{4}})x_{\supset}r-4x_{5}^{2}=0$
In this way, Takebe could obtain the Taylor expansion of the lst sagitta $g(t)$ as long
a.s i)ossible: (Take $c=t$ and $d=1.$ )
$g(t)= \frac{t}{4}+\frac{t^{2}}{16}+\frac{t^{\backslash i}}{32}+\frac{rJt^{4}}{256}+\frac{7t^{5}}{512}+\cdots$
$= \frac{t}{4}(1+\frac{t}{4}(1+\frac{3t}{6}(1+\frac{o^{\ulcorner}t}{8}(1+\frac{7t}{10}(1+\cdots)))))$
Therefore the lst approximation of the square of the half back arc is given by
$4g(t)=t+ \frac{t^{2},}{4}+\frac{t^{3}}{8}+\frac{o^{\ulcorner}t^{4}}{64}+\frac{7t^{s}}{1^{\ell}28}+\cdots$
In the Enri Kohai-jutsu Takebe calculated the terms up to $t^{11}$ and remarked the rule
governing the coefficients (binomial coefficients).
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5.3 The expansion of the second sagitta $c”$
In the $En_{l}?\dot{v}$ Kohai-jutsu the constructive division was applied repeatedly to $Q(y)=$
$-g(t)+4y-4y^{2}=- \frac{t}{4}-\frac{t^{2}}{16}-\frac{t^{3}}{32}-\frac{5t^{4}}{2_{\mathfrak{d}}^{r}6}-\frac{7t^{5}}{512}-\cdots+4y-4y^{2}=0$ because $g(g(t))$ is a
solution of the quadratic equation $Q(y)=0$ . First, expand it in $y_{1}=y- \frac{t}{4\cdot 4}$ .
$Q_{1}(y_{1})=Q(y_{1}+ \frac{t}{16})$
$=- \frac{\backslash J\ulcorner t^{2}}{64}-\frac{t^{3}}{32}-\frac{5t^{4}}{256}-\frac{7t^{5}}{\backslash \ulcorner)12}-\frac{21t^{6}}{2048}+(4-)y_{1}-4y_{1}^{2}\check{2}t=0$
Second, expand it in $y_{2}=y_{1}- \frac{5t^{2}}{64\cdot 4}$ .
$Q_{2}(y_{2})=Q_{1}(y_{2}+ \frac{5t^{2}}{256})$
$=- \frac{21t^{3}}{512}-\frac{345t^{4}}{16384}-\frac{7t^{5}}{0^{\ulcorner}12}-\frac{21t^{6}}{2048}+(4-\frac{t}{2}-\frac{5t^{2}}{32})y_{2}-4y_{2}^{2}=0$
Third, expand it in $y_{3}=y_{2}- \frac{21t^{3}}{512\cdot 4}$ .
$Q_{:\}}(y_{3})=Q_{2}(y_{2}+ \frac{21t^{3}}{2048})$
$=- \frac{429t^{4}}{16384}-\frac{1001t^{5}}{65_{t}^{\ulcorner})36}-\frac{11193t^{6}}{1048_{0}^{r}76}+(4-\frac{t}{2}-\frac{5t^{2}}{32}-\frac{21t^{3}}{256})y_{3}-4_{l/3}^{2}=0$
Fourth. expand it in $y_{4}=y_{3}- \frac{429t^{4}}{16384\cdot 4}$ .
$Q_{4}( \tau_{4}/)=Q_{3}(y_{4}+\frac{429t^{4}}{65536})$
$2431t^{5}$ 24531 $t^{6}$ $9009t^{7}$ 184041 $t^{8}$
$=—-\overline{131072}\overline{2097152}\overline{16777216}\overline{1073741824}$
$+(4- \frac{t}{2}-\frac{\backslash \ulcorner)t^{2}}{32}-\frac{21t^{3}}{256}-\frac{429t^{4}}{8192})y_{4}-4y_{4}^{2}=0$





Repeating in this way, Takebe found the second sagitta $d’$ to be
$g(g(t))= \frac{t}{16}+\frac{5t^{2}}{2_{0}^{r}6}+\frac{21t^{3}}{2048}+\frac{429t^{4}}{65536}+\cdots$ .
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The 2nd approximation of the square of the half back $\partial 1C(.9/2)^{2}$ is given by
$16g(g(t))=t+ \frac{\backslash )\ulcorner t^{2}}{16}+\frac{21t^{3}}{128}+\frac{42^{(}:Jt^{4}}{40^{(J6}}+\cdots$












To find tlie coefficients of $g(g(g(t)))$ Takebe remarked the following rules:
$b_{0}=a_{0}/4$ . $b_{1}=(a_{0}^{2}/4+a_{1})/4$ , $b_{2}=(a_{0}^{3}/S+a_{t1}a_{1}/2+a_{2})/4$,
Using the same rules Takebe calculated the coefficients $c_{k}$ ’s from $b_{k}’ s$ .
Repeating this procedures, flnally Takebe calculated the coefficients of $4^{10}g_{10}(t)$ and
taking the limit, rediscovered the coefficients of $($arcsin $t)^{2}$ in the Enri Kohai-jutsu.
6 Summary in Japanese
$\bullet$













- arcsin t $2$
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